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BARNSWALLOWS GIVE
PRESENTATION PLAY
Farce of Arnold Bennett's is
Chosen for Opening Program
of Dramatic Season
RECEPTION FOLLOWS PLAY
On October 3, at 8:00 P. IV
Alumnae Hall, the Barnswallows
elation will give its presentation play
for the freshman class. The play cl
this year to open Wellesley's dramatic
season will be Arnold Bennett's
Stepmother. Intended originally only
for the drawing-room, this farce
one act has to its credit a long line
of successful performances on the
The cast of this presentation per-
formance, which is composed of vet-






Christine Lilian Libman, '33
Dr. Gardner Carol Mather, '32
Adrian Marian Johnson, '34
After the play there will be a recep-
tion for both freshmen and upper-
classmen in the ballroom of Alumnae
Hall. It is requested that there be no
flowers.
Faculty's Roll Increased I






JJOEN CHARLES THOMAS WILL SING
HERE IN FIRST CONCERT OF SEASON
nee received another blow
weeks ago when the British Gov-
lent announced the suspension o
the gold standard. Stock markets
foreign exchanges, and i
houses were closed generally
over, waiting for the par
however, did not appear,
calmness with which the
merit was received surprised the finan-
cial world more perhaps than the an-
nouncement itself. England's reputa-
tion for stability was not forgotten.
The change was announced Monday,
September 21, and was put into effect
the next day. The bill was rushed
through Parliament after the Deputy
Governor of the Bank of England, Sir
Ernest M. Harvey, had visited the
House of Commons to warn Prime
Minister MacDonald of the instability
of the pound. The naval mutiny
the
of wage cuts and the talk of new elec-
id weakened the confidence of
inance in the already weak
position of the pound. The temporary
of the gold standard was
sion in a Cabinet
meeting with the officials of the Bank
of England, as the only way out of a
The fir. after the passage of
forbid the free export
ask the aid of inves-
taruln
Cl.-'iwtmc-l:!:
With the opening of
lesley again welcomes he
members, some of whom
ers to the Wellesley world, others of
whom bear the distinction of having
been former members of the faculty,
whereas a third group is composed of
Wellesley graduates who have re-
turned to serve their alma mater.
Although
resented ir
ulty, the French Department boasts
more new members than any other,
for it has four additional members, in-
cluding Mme. Simone David, visiting
lecturer, who is the niece of Paul
Bourget.
In another department of the col-
lege, Dr. Maudie M. Burns has taken
Dr. Alva Gwin's place as Resident
Physician and consultant in Mental
Hygiene for the coming year. Other
changes include the return to Welles-
ley of last year's holder of the Alice
Freeman Palmer Fellowship, Miriam
E. Dice, as Instructor in the Chem-
istry Department. Meantime, the
German Department includes Miss
Wipplinger's sister, Mrs. Johanna E.
Volbehr, as Instructor in German.
Mr. Henry R. Mussey, former head of
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
Hockey Offered Sufferers
From Infantile Quarantine
In the absence, due to quarantine,
of all the customary Wellesley week-
end diversions such as football games,
aters and educational trips to Boston,
another form of entertainment is of-
fered students by the Department of
Hygiene and Physical Education.
Every Saturday afternoon at 1:30,
till further notice, voluntary hockey
may be played on the field near Mary
Hemenway Hall. Beginners and ad-
vanced players will be equally wel-
come, and coaching will be given to
anyone desiring it. All those inter-
ested are requested to sign on the
hockey board in Founders basement
before Friday noon.
of gold, and to
tors by requesting then
from buying foreign seci
though many believe tha
the value of the pound wi:
prices of imports, and thus keep money
in the country, the question of
is one of the big issues arising from
the
The
at 3 P. M., at the invitation of the
administration of Wellesley College.
The speaker will be Professor P. A.
Sorokin of Harvard University.
The speaker at the Houghton Mem-
orial Chapel on Sunday, October 4,
will be Dr. Halford E. Luccock of the
Divinity School of Yale University.
Dr. Luccock is the author of several
books, including Fares, Please, and
Studies in the Parables of Jesus.
Alumnae Magazine Proposes
Literary Contest
pre-war value. The strain on English
industry was great, and has increased
constantly. The Laborite Government,
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
Village Goes Metropolitan
On Advent Of Gay Changes
Let gay, despite the quaran-
tine most veteran cone-
hardly cast black looks
about her and mutter disparaging re-
marks concerning "the same old Wel-
lesley." For, my hearties, there have
been changes. If the old order per-
sisted in changing there will soon no
longer be a "Wellesley in the wild-
wood." College will lose the "camp-
ing out" quality that distinguished it
in the less metropolitan days of the
Go to Central Street, thou skeptic,
and consider its shops. Are they not
neat and new and smart? There is a
new tea room, The Epicure, which
opened, oddly enough, during Corn-
Week of last year, and so
novelty for most of the college.
Exiner's, a frock and hat shop, prom-
fine things, even though the Bon
The Wvllcsln/ Alumnae M,
announcing a Literary Cont
lowing the course pursued
cally all literary publicatk
appear periodically. The contest is
open to all undergraduates whose ma-
terial is of interest to alumnae,
faculty, officers of the administration,
and undergraduates, and the subject
matter is to be college activities,
academic and otherwise.
The announcement is officially titled
"A Literary Contest for the Under-
graduate Editorship of Campus Notes."
neration for the winning-
article, the Magazine generously
experience, and five dollars for each
issue of the Magazine in which the
article appears. Each contestant must
have letters of recommendation from
two members of the faculty as vouch-
ers for her dependability. The Maga-
zine will allot a printing space of from
two to four pages for the winning ar-
ticle. All efforts and items may be
illustrated, if the contestant is dis-
posed to employ her artistic talents as
well as her literary ability.
The purpose of the above stated
contest is two-fold. We might say
that there is an internal and an ex-
ternal purpose. The Wellesley Alum-
nae Magazine aims to stimulate un-
dergraduate interest in active vital
principles of the college, a factor
which is at present singularly lacking.
Secondly, the Magazine wishes to give
to its graduate readers first-hand news
of present-day college progress, per-
sonnel, and problems.
Specimen sheets of contemporary
campus news items, intended as ma-
terial for the contest, must be sub-
mitted to the Wellesley Alumnae
Magazine on or before October 15,
1931. The contest judges will be the
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)
Annual C. G.-C. A. Reception




given exhibits to oc-
across from the con-
Tlie Wellesley Camera
Lost completed. In fine, Cen-
;t has done itself proud this
The Blue Dragon is really
look quaint, like most
other New England tea rooms; but
Satten has donned a new coat of yel-
low paint, and hung out a fine Neon
sign, as if to join in the parade. As
Seller's, down in the Square,—well,
er's has a screened porch now, on






throngs to the barn behind Dower
which caught fire last Tuesday
afternoon. When the News report-
er reached the scene, scores of fire-
men in full regalia were chopping
holes in the roof, airplanes buzzed
overhead, and two wire-haired ter-
riers duelled casually. Theories as
ried. A workman pointing to an
enormous hole in the roof told
Boston newspapermen that he had
pushed girls through it who had
and iv-
sort of
friction peculiar to hay. Miles of
hose which leaked in several places
and engines from Needham and
the town added a gay note to the
scene. Much green and smoulder-
ing hay was tossed through holes
in the roof to waiting firemen below
longer and of
Students Visit Wellesley
During Absence Of Classes
Well, -lev not completely de-
serted all summer, for numerou.-
groups used it for conferences and
meetings. The Sports Session of the
Department of Hygiene and Physical
Education, the Conference for Church
Work, at the beginning of the summer,
and some of the delegates to the meet-
ing of the International Student Ser-
vice Committee, just before the open-
Famous Baritone Heads List of
Attractive Programs for
This Year
CONCERT ON OCTOBER 9
The first artist to appear in the Wel-
lesley Concert series for 1931-32 will be
John Charles Thomas, noted baritone,
who will sing at Alumnae Hall, Fri-
day evening, October ninth.
It is scarcely necessary to elabo-
rate on the soundness of Mr. Thomas'
splendid reputation and enormous
popularity, both in this country and
abroad. First achieving fame in light
|
opera, his unusual dramatic ability
and rich voice, the resonance of which
has been compared by critics to that
of Caruso, soon served him in the
more serious capacity of opera star.
During the last five years he has
divided his time between concert work
and grand opera. His position as
leading baritone of the Royal Opera
Brussels led to similar en-
in Covent Garden, Berlin
and Vienna. This year, in addition to an
extensive concert tour which begins at
Wellesley, Mr. Thomas will make guest
appearances with the Chicago Civic
Opera Company, the Philadelphia
Grand Opera Company, and the San
Francisco Opera Company.
The list of the other features of the
Concert course for this year is par-
ticularly attractive. The Boston and
Cleveland Symphony Orchestras will
visit us. Other ensemble work will in-
clude John Goss and the London
Singers, who will present old English




held at Alumnae Hall
26th, from 3:30 until i
Because of cloudy skies and a
scattered drops of rain,
•e deprived of the joy of promenad-
on the President's lawn and were
fined instead to the crowded area
of the ballroom at Alumnae.
Mary Elizabeth Wheeler and Mary
Maxwell Norton, presidents of College
Government and Christian Association
ectively, President Pendleton, the
deans, and the heads of the vari-
college organizations received the
freshmen. Each member of the class
1935 was presented by an usher,
(Continued on Page 5, Col 2 & 3)
Robert Hillyer Will Talk
On Poetry Of Amy Lowell
Last year the experiment was tried
of opening the Katharine Lee Bates
Poets' Readings with a discussion o
a modern poet by a poet. The analy
sis of The Testament of Bea<uty whicl
Mr. Hillyer made, and his reading
from it, gave so much pleasure that
he has been again invited to speak on
a poet of his own choice. He has
chosen to discuss Amy Lowell, who
was his friend in the days when he
was beginning his own poetical career
and he will read from her poems.
Mr. Hillyer is well known to the mem-
bers of the College and to all lovers or
poetry, as the author of not a few
volumes of poetry, of which The Gates
of the Compass (Viking Press) is the
most recent; and as the very success-
ful teacher of versification at Harvard,
The Poets' Readings are held on
Monday afternoons, at 4:40 in Bill-
ings Hall, unless otherwise announced.
Mr. Hillyer will read on October 5.
There will be readings by Miss Frances
Frost and Mr. Robert P. Tristram Cof-
fin on October 12 and 19 respectively.
Arrangements for the two following
Mondays are not yet completed; one
or both of those dates may have to be
given up. On November 8 Mr. Stephen
Benet is expected.
New members of the College may
like to know that the readings are
open to all members of the College,
and are made possible by a generous
ti Miss Eunice Smith,
Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
|
of Ethel Bartlett and Rae Robertson.
Soloists will be Jelly d'Aranyi, Hun-
garian violinist, and Conchita Super -
via, the Spanish coloratura soprano,
who recently created an international
sensation in her position in French
opera, and who has been specially en-
gaged to sing Carmen for the Chicago
Civic Opera Company next season.
The program to be presented by Mr.
Thomas, accompanied hy Lester
Hodges, on October the ninth, is as
"To be near thee, beloved, is the
dearest delight of my heart."
Vittoria, Mio Core Giacomo Carissimi
"Victorious, my heart, thou hast
spoken." (From an early cantata.)
Ruhe, Meine Scele Richard Strauss
"Rest thee, O my spirit, and for-





the summer, come to the Person-
nel Bureau and give an account of
your experiences. They are par-
ticularly eager to hear of it. A
ler work will
all students, but addi-
LEY COLL EIGENEWI
STOP AND STEP
into the Green Gate Tea Room
Auburndale 2t20 Com. Ave.
Cheese Dreams with Tea or Coffee 35f
Chicken Dinner—6 to 7 $1.25
0396
LeBlanc's Taxi Service
Built on Better Service
:





ing expenses.) But the money would
fill only Mr. Popoff's emergent
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
pjERRY. looking quite suave (to be
I a fit escort for dripping feathers
on the new hats) in his most genial
smile and most polished pipe, wel-
comed the return of the natives (they
are plural in spite of his fright
hearing tales of people who conti
plated leaving _
labor) Friday. But Saturday morn-
ing, when he was gravely permitted
and the tying of the harness of the
gowns of the recently elevated sen-
iors, he really was impressed. One
senior, after thirty minutes of hold-
ing her head and eyes rigidly to the
tront, growled to him that she wanted
to crusade with the good old Biblical
prophets against the "stiff necked."
r cap rakishly
over the right eye. Is nothing sacred
to this younger generation?
ALAS! The poor pressman, whose
years have not yet bowed his
head or lamed his back, is beginning
to mutter dire things about the cyni-
cism of the freshman class. One night,
as he was eating in the Vil, he over-
heard one freshman saying to another,
"Big sisters are just like faculty advis-
ers; they're only an added expense."
Perry had always thought that senti-
ment was confined to sophomores.
FRESHMEN, more inventive this
year than formerly, perhaps, spent
several of the weary days of Fresh-
man Week in blithely singing "Happy
birthday to you" to their members
whose birthdays occurred at that
time. Webb, Clinton, and Crofton
celebrated with birthday cakes and
tried to cheer the little lassies who
were separated from their mothers on
the eventful day. Only his sense of
honor restrained Perry from pretend-
ing his birthday arrived then, too, for
he heard the fudge sauce was very
diminished part by wishing
student
the head with all due solem-




»J ing around campus houses insist
that the refugees of China, aside from
being a bit hungrier, are not in a
very different predicament from them-
selves. These waifs are living in guest
rooms, rooms assigned to temporarily
unreturned people, and are parked in
every available corner for a few days.
In the meantime, clothes repose in
basements or are packed and repacked
almost daily. One sophomore claims
a record in having occupied rooms in
four campus houses since her arrival
in college this year. Perry is glad he
col-
S
PEAKING of the depression (no-
body was, but usually somebody is)
the great old woman of college, Dame
Rumor, vows that a shop opening in
the Vil is to carry no hats under thirty
dollars. Hope still seems to spring.
hoping
PERRY is genuinely sympathetic.
Adonais confided in him that
there is less canine companionship for
- before. No mongrels
i campus; only the aris-
tocratic police dog rides about in his
orner of the truck, and Adon-
always deemed it beneath his
to accept locomotion from oth-
Perry is used to playing a lone
hand, but the hound is an affable soul.
A CLEVER junior, wishing to makesome use of her business school
training learned during the hot sum-
copied part of the pledge
; in shorthand when her
mammoth handwriting exhausted all
Whether the Central Com-
will also be business-like in
training or will destroy her applica-
tion on the grounds of anarchy is an
unsolved mystery.
*p HIS is a very sad and mournful
* tale. Once upon a time there was
a zoology student who loved the shape
pletely covered the jaw. And i
is about to pay a pilgrimage
scene, trusting that the fall rai
washed the mud away
and she may have her treasure.
EIGHT girls, trying desperately hard
to play French mademoiselles
live under the flying French flag of
the Maison Crawford this year, where
they play French games, read French
newspapers, and babble French in all
conversation, however trivial. Profes
sor Dennis of the French Department
is their mentor and head of the house.
Two new French students, Francoise
Sarrut and Nady Arfre. are to be their
embers. Florence Smith,
Howe, Harriet Haynes,
Janice Mackenzie, Rena Lipetz, Rosa-
lie Sherman. Elizabeth Auld. and Vir-




'29 Florence Clayton to Mr. Ralph
Jope, M. I. T., '28.
'30 Jeannette Austin to Mr. John
Harrison Hosch.
Frances V. Rockwcod to Mr. John
Emery, M. I. T., '30.
Josephine Marshutz to Mr. Maurice
. James. M. I. T.. '27.
Marjorie Duthie to Mr. Ralph Wil-
liam Stober, M. I. T., '27.
'31 Ellen Trull to Mr. Frank Ham-
ilton Phinizy, University of Georgia.
'30.
Elsie Crane Watkins to Mr. Francis
D. Weeks, Dartmouth, '29, M. I. T„ '31.
Mary A. Griffin to Mr. Alfred D.
Clark, Williams.
MARRIAGES
'25 Mary McCrea Houston to
Thomas Josnua Griffin, Annapolis
Naval Academy '17.
'27 Louise Delabarre Hunter to Mr.
Edward Cochrane McLean. Address:
257 West 11th St., New York.
'29 Eleanor Hoyt to Mr. Lawrence
William Day. Address: Phillipsburg,
N. J.
Dorothy Shugg to Mr. Richard
Sloane Angell.
Mary T. Sawhill to Mr. Thomas W.
Ferguson. Jr. Address: 2717 Montrose
Ave., Richmond, Va.
Dorothy Levy to Mr. Bernard S.
Harriet Carlton to Mr. Harding Pyle
Moffatt.
Ex-'29 Luise Schemer to Mr. Rob-
ert Davidson.
'30 Stella Julia Nuernberger to
William H. Nieman.
J. Else Kauzmann to Mr. Murray
Spitzer, Sept. 5. Address: 340 E. 184th
Street, New York City.
Marjorie Helen Smith to Mr. Gordon
Whitman Bryant.
'31 Elizabeth Zumbro to Mr. James
Clement Richardson, Sept. 25. Ad-
dress: Glendale, Ohio.
M. PrisciUa Rowley to Mr. Coe
Durland Suydam, July 7. Address: 94
Medway Street, Providence, R. I,
Ex-'31 Caroline Brownson to Mr.
Cleland Folinsbee Baxter, July 17.
COLLEGE NOTES
MARRIAGES
Helen B. Avery, Instructor in Zoo-
logy, to Dr. Leon H. Hetherington, Au-




DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
iban Block Wellesley S
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
IVY CORSETS
All Types of Garter Belts
for the Gym
Bandeaux for School and
Evening Wear
in/e.if .vul Thnish
United Corset Shops, Inc.
8 Church St. Wellesley 1544
M. M. HIGGLNS, Manager




IlERE'S the same beauti-
1 ful simplicity you loved
in Vionnet's evening gowns
. .
.
the same exquisite use of
lines and bias-cutting ! Twin-
shoulder bows, large dia-
mond inserts moulding your
hips and a skirt that flows
down to ankle-swishing
length. Of French finished






of Value to Every Wellesley College Student
1 —Completion of the curriculum at
your school will undoubtedly entail
some degree of contact with the forces
of printing and publishing.
2
—Student activities unquestionably
will place you in the position of a buyer
or a judge of printing and publishing.
3
—The conservation of time and ef-
fort in a crowded educational course is
necessary and efficient. Particularly in
extraneous obligations, such as printing
and publishing, a complete service from
a company with a past record of
achievement, a modem complex
—
plus
modern equipment and a well-rounded-
out personnel—is highly desirable.
4—The Wellesley Press, Inc., in its
thirty odd years of enterprising service
to the student body of Wellesley, has
become a specialist in school and col-
lege printing requirements.
5—In the past two years, this con-
cern has acquired a new home of one
quarter acre in extent and added to its
equipment and personnel, until today it
is one of the leading printing establish-
ments in size and quality of service in
suburban Boston and is well considered
in Boston proper itself.
O—No recommendation is required
of a concern whose guarantee of satis-
faction is based (in small part) on a
record of academic and student service,
such as is herewith submitted:
—
the Wellesley College Literary Re-
mew; 'printers of the Freshman Hand
Book; College Blotter; etc., etc.;' print-
ers for every society and organization
of Wellesley Co]lee-e. including many of
the departments: 'printers of work of
eeery description for the Babson Insti-
tute, and printers of the Alumni Bul-
letin, a monthly magazine published in
the imerc-i .,f the Alumni of the Bab-
son Institute; ""printers of the Babson
Instii-ite Art .MM IHRFX ioi'.v; "printers
of the Hundreds, the magazine of the
Beacon School, Wellesley Hills; Uprint-
ers for the Academv of the Assumption
and St. Joseph's Academy. Welleslev
Hill-; 'printers of student anil manage-
ment work of Dana Hall, Pine Manor
and Tenacre Schools; Sprinters for the
public schools of the Town of Welles-
e, the Monitor, the publication of i
dlesley Senior High School, and the
11
I MS \ \. ' So :, o ,.
;
o
, •; ,. h, ,| ,,;.
Ilie-h School; Sprinters of the Bos-
English High School Catalogue;
''printers of the year book of the Lucy
Wheelock Kindergarten Association:
* 'printers of Extension Course Lesson
Books for the Babson Institute (cor-
respondence course) ; Sprinters of sev-
eral psychology text books for use in
Babson Institute and as reference works
in other Colleges: ' punier- of the Web-









Die Cutting - Binding
Direct Mail Specialists
Colonial Building - Wellesley Square
Telephones 0969 - 0970
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possible for the instructor
REV. R. H. STAFFORD j
SPEAKS IN CHAPEL!
The speaker at the Houghti
Memorial Chapel on Flower Sunda
September 27. was Dr. Stafford
Old South Churcr
The financial and busi-
Depression ness depression which is
sapping the strength and
optimism of the country is apparently
contagious. The return to college this
fall seemed less jubilant, less happy
than usual. A sobriety has overtaken
us. Perhaps many of us feel that this
year in college will mean sacrifice and
this, it is our duty to take life more
seriously, more intently. Although we
may live as economically as possible,
we shall gain nothing by a "depres-
sion attitude." It will undoubtedly be
harder for us who are about to gradu-
ate to get jobs than for the past few
but yet
Please Pass The Pepper
the life of an editorialist on this paper
is one of the least savory existences we
can think of. If it isn't "Hello" it's
"Goodbye"—phrases which, despite our
affections, grow monotonous with rep-
etition. We feel about as exciting as
soft-boiled eggs—before the salt and
pepper.
Nevertheless, the tiling remains tc
be done; not that you would miss it,
but that the habit is upon us. Where-
fore, welcome back.
And now that our duty is done, we
something is lacking in our editorial
attitude. We started out, a long time
ago, last March, if you remember,
crammed to the fingertips with am-
bition. One of the mete pathetic
landed
here a week ago along with the fresh-
men was to reread those first young
sprouts of editorials—never again!
Anyway, we were gay enough at the
thought of all the good
had to inculcate, and all
Honor And Cynicism
Hardly two weeks a
ntered Wellesley. and
tie above-mentioned
form of a Grey Book test. As a result
the freshmen at least should be well
acquainted with rules and regulations,
although some of the upperclassmen
may know them more or less shakily.
There seems to be one point in college
li.v. rnmem. however, urou.t which the
majority of the college-from fresh- 1™1" that
(
For those who rave and \
Those ecstatic, a long-suffer
Evasive college community has o
Asters pity, tempered not always by
patience. But we dare beg
a patient ear to listen to our ec
I, ut restrained remarks anent one
Stafford first explained that
mental attachment,




suit of this principle in daily life. He
declared that it shows life as favor-
able, since the guiding force is a Good
Will which will bring things out for
our best. He also stated that it made
our duty clear and easy. We should
the
only by telling it. which is the
of the Christian service, but als
helping in His work. We can do this,
declared Dr. Stafford, by looking for
the good in others and showing our
love toward them. By this* we not
only gain a personal tranquillity but
we show the only correct social atti-







It';, the depn -.omiii,.
Others may struggle to
schedicule,
To read old Nooses,
er, he will admit that
(Continued From Page
It is only fair to the few really
varnished freshmen and to the
few unharassed faculty that a love of | which was
Wellesley's woods and waters, bim.i' a
i
naturally For the rest of hu-
I manitv, we who rush or exist or evade





I or labor upon this campus, we are too
This lack of knowledge is under- | apt to pass blindly by a patch in Wel-
standable for Wellesley does not stress
j
\es\efS acres quite fresh and inspiring.
the point of an honor system. There i So to those who
is no harping on the subject. There is a foreign strand for a tweli
no unpleasant obligation to report a
j ol. those who have returnee
friend seen doing wrong. There is no
|
summer of fresh impressions, or thost
system of conscientiously i wn0 arrive quite newly this year, wi
ecommend with most hearty enthu




yet on the other h:
college maintain
i neither does the
policing system.
The trains from Boston are not
watched lest any one be sneaking back
under constant supervision. The
greatly quoted happy medium is at-
tempted and at least a modicum of
rors we were ready to condemn. There
may have been a dim recollection at
the back of our head that all had not
been vigor and joy in the lives of our
predecessors for the past three years:
j
each individual is tacit and under-
but it was lost in the rosy luster of stood.
our own hopes. The only mention of the honor
And then what happened? Oh, I system made in the Grey Book reads
well—we strode around for a little in
our new shoes, and the creak came
out of them and the polish wore off.
We lost the fine edge of our fury to
vice, and we almost abandoned the
Free Press column for lack of mate-
rial to fill it. Mind you, friends, the,
I
point.
Free Press Column is a presage, an
^m fc
omen, and a faithful prophet in this
fails i
as follows : ".
formity to those standards which tht
community upholds is considered c
breach of the individual's honor. Sht
must inform herself as to the academ-
ic and non-academic responsibilities
which are hers, and maintcin Uu
This statement is simple and to
It is taken for granted tin
e accepted and respected in
.-pint with which it is made. We
luiirilr-. cynic by nature
terial, we must be failing of some- we confess to a small streak of op-
thing. And at this point your guess | timism and idealism. And because of
is as good as ours. It may be that there , this confessed streak we hope that the
is nothing to say, and it may be that honor system at Wellesley, unstressed
we don't know what to say or how to and implicit as it is, will be recognized
say it. And then again, it may be and kept, in regard to all rules and
that the main fault lies with you—
a
regulations, made, as we are told
group not distinguished for respon- rightly but ad nauseam, for the good
siveness. Undoubtedly at one time we of all concerned.
thought we had something to say, and :
somebody must at one time have The question of courtesy in
thought that we knew how to say it. Courtesy the classroom has come up
And just look at us now! Eggs with- again and again throughout
out pepper, meat without salt—and has the years; generally it occurred in
anyone seen the mustard? connection with the much mooted
So pass the condiments, somebody:
point—should students rise when the
resulting confusion outweigh the value
status quo—unofficially we know you pleasure, if any, to the instructor?
aren't. Let us know one of these days This question we consider, is far bet-
if we're talking, like bad radio acts, ter left to the individual instructor.
of August, added
expensive experiment in social
dole. The expensive progr:
partly the cause of the party
hoarding of gold
and France, and the drain on sterling
due to the financial difficulties
other countries. When the condii
became known, foreign confidence
diminished in spite of the big
from the New York and Paris
in August. Quoting from an e<
in the New York Times, August 18.
"The British Exchequer has exper
enced an unexpected decline in tl
yield of taxes, at the same time th
patches of hardy ' asters as to be
j
"the governmental outlay has bet
monotonously familiar with every face pushed up. She must seek to make
in Alumnae or every radio announcer's
j
severe economies and find fruitful new
voice on the air. I taxes." England attempted to change
by setting up a National
; n.a/melv ; knowing about
Dog-tired notes on things the :
hound and Perry have noticed:





All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opiniotis and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A.M. on
Monday.
RATIONALISM
To the Wellesley College News:
Big Sisters:
How about a little action? For year
we have talked about the absurdity of
sending corsages to our fresl
"little sisters" on the night of Barn
Reception—but we've alway,- clone
talking after the event was all o
This year can't we act instead
merely talking? For many of us i
a pleasure to send flowers, but
of
grudgingly done, and when custom b
comes only custom, it is about time
i
ceased to exist at all. Let's be ratior
' this year! Our little sisters will kn(
we like them even though we doi
send flowers.
F. E. '32
keep the typewriters going. Even eggs
'
have their place in the world, we
[
suppose.
But there are certain matters which
much to facilitate the conduct of a
iss. If students are ready when the
II rings, their notebooks opened and
When Adona is was a child
He had a disposition mild-
Sweet, benign, and sunny;
He was not irked at opening days,
and I At Questioning girls with hectic ways-
The change I He merelJ
T thought them funny,
ite to do more than restore 3ut Ac|onais lived through lots
temporally. or feverish years in cultured spots,
The immediate reason was the sud- j His eyes were growing dim
den withdrawal of funds from the | From watching cordial Autumn greet-
London market. Although the Bank! ings;
was left with a fairlv large reserve, it Big and Little Sister meetings
was not enough to stand any sort of Began to bother him.
run on the Bank. The reserve is large
| He shnmk from trunks in sad confu.
enough now so that the value of the
j
sIoilj
pound will not fall very far. From lines which sprang in quick pro-
Wi.iI.i
The the
r. P. Morgan, the






lanker, regards th n To cnange rooms before night.
ul, although
ieriousness. Other well-known Ameri- So at his home of many years
:an bankers are quoted
fork Times as considering the step And made his way to town;
lthough painful, and not] He quite forgot the complication
The Boston Tram- The paralytic implication-
script quoted the London papers as | He failed to jot it down,
prophesying that the action woi
resuscitate British track especially
-' coal industries. An em-
J
the New York Times, Sept. Qf testaments that bind.
He turned and 'neath a shady bough
iffi" He slumbered and forgot. Right ]
mined to balance their budget, pre-
vent uncontrolled inflation, and oppose
legal devaluation of the pound."









Feet, more feet, scurrying.
No more leisure, no more cars.
Attention c n fifteen times three "R's"
Grey book quizzes, limited (?) men
—
tomorrow's Math again?
—There's r o excuse for such lugubn-
ousness.
Unless it's the Hound's under-salubrl-
LEY COLLEGE N E W S
Lord Simon Consulted
The New York Times
A New York Times's London Correspondent, on Vaca-
tion at Times Square, Related the Incident as Follows:
"I can give you a little information about how English
statesmen regard The New York Times.
"You will remember the Simon report on India.
"The report was the work of a commission of all three
parties which had been investigating the Indian problem for
about three years. Unrest grew in India—all wondered what
would happen when the Simon report was released. Natur-
ally it was a secret to be guarded as only a State secret.
"Yet before the report was published, Sir John Simon,
leader of the commission, called the correspondents of The
New York Times to the House of Commons.
"We did not know what was expected of us.
"He took us to a little retiring room into which they
bring members of the House of Commons when they die
or are stricken in the House, but the purpose of his calling
for us was to consult with The New York Times as to the
best method of achieving accurate publicity for the Simon
report.
"I believe it was an honor unprecedented in British
politics for the head of a royal commission to consult with
an American newspaper on a matter of publicity
"You must realize that all reports of the royal com-
missions are first the property of the House of Commons
which appoints the commission. Never can they be re-
leased before the House of Commons has seen them, and
yet what Sir John Simon and members of the commission
did was first to talk with The Times representatives of the
work of the commission, then to make an arrangement
whereby the full text of the Simon report would be mailed
to New York in advance of publication in England so
that The New York Times might have a chance to publish
it fully and accurately.
"It was a dangerous procedure in a way, and yet I think
it justified the risk Sir John Simon was taking because
the morning the Simon report was released The New York
Times carried four or five columns of it."
The Same World Reputation for Accuracy Is One





Scudder, the School of Religious
Drama, and the School of Church Mu-
sic—comprised the Conference. The
chapel, while the afternoor






The Sports Session, which lasted
from June sixteenth to June twenty-
seventh, was arranged by the Hygiene
Department, with the object in view
of giving instruction to teachers of
physical education and leaders of play
activities in schools, colleges, camps.
and theoretical
days of active sports, and in general
great deal of information was coi
veyed to the students in the short
period allowed. Some of the members
of the Hygiene Department served as
structors from other colleges were
brought in. Special lecturers were
provided to discuss problems in the
educational management of sports and
games for girls and women. All the
students lived in Beebe during their
stay at Wellesley.
The Conference for Church Work
overlapped with the Sports Session, for
it began on the twenty-second of June
and lasted until the third of July.
This conference, which was established
permanently in 1910, has as its aim the
instruction and training in the spirit
and method of church work. Four
schools—the School for Church Work-
ers, the School for Christian Social
mittee meeting at Mount Holyoke
stopped off at Wellesley on their way
home from South Hadley, on Septem-
ber 18th. The college played host
to students from England. Poland,
Latvia, Denmark. Germany. Uruguay,
Austria and Ceylon at this time. The
groups which visited Wellesley chose
to see this college as representative of
the average American college. Miss
Pendleton.. Mrs. Ewing. Miss Christian.
Mrs. Curtis. Miss Orvis, Miss Miller.
and several students were here to show
the foreign visitors the various build-
ASSOCIATION HEADS
RECEIVE FRESHMEN
ond as she passed down the long re-
ceiving line, she probably was often
chagrined to find her name badly
twisted before she reached the end.
There are two outstanding charac-
teristics which belong to the annual
C.G.-C.A. Reception which is the cli-
max and crowning glory of Freshman
Week. The first is the ceaseless dash-
ing hither and yon of upperclassmen
who drag their foot-weary freshmen
along in quest of some familiar face
spotted in the distance. Secondly, the
event is notable for the varying array
ol fashions which are evident to even
ithe most undiscerning eye. On Satur-
day, owing to the uncertain weather,
there was a conspicuous lack of the
fluttering chiffons which prevail at the
outdoor receptions. There was no pre-
o:
LOUISE CUMMINGS, Prop.








dominating color among the dress
but black hats were outstanding.
And in spite of all said about t
C.G.-C.A. Reception being a futile pr
cedure, and notwithstanding the u
deniable fact that few new girls i
member any of the many people
whom they were introduced, t




(Continued From Page 1, Col.
Publications
torial Board. Everyone interested in
participating in the contest is urged
to inquire of Miss Kathleen Elliott,
Executive Secretary of the Wellesley
College Alumnae Association, Alumnae










Especially selected to fill
the needs of business
women, College or School
girls — who demand
economy without sacrifice of
Quality, Smartness, or Style
LAMSON &
HUBBARD
304 Boylston at Arlington Street . . . Boston
Among them are Dr. North,
Df his life and a flip-
obscene stories the
other half; M. de Coulanges, known
as Madame de Sevigne's cousin; the
President de Brosses, famous for his
great M. Voltaire;
the reverend Dr. Colbatch and the
ubiquitous Mr. Boswell.
Included in the volume




the capacity of these gentlemen. His Mabel YounS- Professor of Mathe-
always graceful.
Through all of these i
traits Mr, Strachey
style
polish and joyful thrusts to his pre-
vious writings. In a thoroughly pleas-
spares no one, whether
it is James Boswell or Professor White-
head, who usually has nothing obvi-
ous to do with the point in question.
Never for an instant does he grow
dull in thought or mi
the truest statement which we might
make of Mr. Strachey is that the ker-
nel of his manner lies in the fact that
it is the opposite of his description of
i style, which
its metallic
efficiency, one of the most
remarkable products of the Industrial
Revolution."
J. M. W., '32.
AMY LOWELL'S POETRY
CHOSEN FOR READING
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)
The late Katharine Lee Bates.
Professor of English
Literature, was notably a friend to
young poets, and It was a great pleas-
ure to her In the last years of her
connection with the College that she
was able, through her former stu-
dent's gift, to introduce many young
poets to a Wellesley
readings have been established for
some fifteen years, and have Included
many of the most notable living
poets.
Since the readings as a rule are
only an hour long, It is necessary that
the members of the audience come
promptly. The hour fo
4:40 sharp; those who
seriously disturb both
speaker.
least consideration for the Adam's
apple
But the fireplace in Tower Court
still is impressive, 1 le desks in Bill-
ngs still squeak, and Mr. Murray still
sits in his chair outs ae Hall,




tends to make more secure and last-
ing impressions on the mind, Dr.
Theresa Charlotte Gunther, research
worker at Teachers College, Columbia
University, declared recently in an-
nouncing the results of her survey on
the value of "Manipulative Participa-
tion in the Study of Elementary In-
dustrial Arts."
Dr. dunther found that the groups
using their hands in working with the
in converting them
Opening October the First
9 Grove Street, Wellesley
"The Packet" American Antiques
Summer Shop at Brewster, Cape Cod
SHOWING A GENERAL LINE
ALSO MODERN BATIKS
It's a shop, you know,
where
Expert Saleswomen
are ready to fulfill and
anticipate practically





Tailored frocks and knit
suits for the classroom





With every small acces-
sory always appropri-
ate and i
,3J. $. ©'flfomtor <fo.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
This column
fitting, therefore, to outline at the
beginning of the year the work of the
office which has that concern in its
charge. The work in simplest terms
concerns You and Your Job. The Per-
sonnel Bureau asks first, "What kind
of girl are you? What did you do in
secondary school? What do you read?
How do you spend your summers?
What do you do just for fun? What
are your grades, your electives, your
favorite subjects?" All this is asked
with the idea of getting acquainted
with you as an individual, and of
learning your interests, and special
There is also the question: "Why
are you in Wellesley College? What
are you planning to do?" The four
years of college are as truly prepara-
tory as was the secondary school
course. There, the great question was:
"How can I get into Wellesley?" Now
it should be: "What will be my par-
ticular job after these years of study
and training?" To help in arriving




During this month perhaps 45 000
students will attend fifty universities
and university colleges in Great Brit-
ain. On this side of the water, about
1.000.000 young men and women will
attend classes in about 1,000 colleges
and universities. In other words, in
the United States eight times as many
students as in Great Britain continue
formal studies beyond the age of 18.
The causes which have
amazing phenomenon anc




of the European Continent, English
*nd American higher education
certain fundamental features in com-
mon. The dominant factor in Oxford
is the undergraduate college, with its
staff of undergraduate teachers and
officers and its small undergraduate
body. The Oxford Oollegi




DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901-1900
Tailors
A
. G A N
548 Washington Street, Wellesley
Next to Post Office
A Wellesley Institution for Wellesley Girls, run by a
Wellesley Girl, Dorothy R. Gan, '30.
OUR TRUCK WILL CALL
Dyers Wei. 1547 Furriers
=301=301 IOE3Q I IQtangg M_-
Dr. F. Wilbur Mot t ley, M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial Bldg. Wei. 1212-M
offers each year vocational
tion upon a number of occupations,
discusses their requirements and re-
wards and the activities they involve.
There are visits to organizations and
institutions to observe occupations
in action. The Personnel Bureau also
maintains a reading room where the
been compelled by
budget and its housekeeping details
to the inspection
in all essentials
gathered as well as magazines and
other material. In this column each
week appears a brief article on some
occupation, vocational notes, or no-
tices of the activities of the Bureau.
All students are urged to come to these
reading room. There is opportunity,
not only to hear of the practical re-
personnel
become acquainted with some of the
accomplishments of outstanding wo-
men and to learn of the place of
women in business and the professions.
One of the most important aspects
the placement.
>rs are invited to register for
after college, and all stu-
dents may register for undergraduate
employment or summer work.
Wellesley seems the very fruition of
hopes and desires these lovely fall
days, but there are still the exigent
demands of a world which is "out
from dreams and theories," where val-
tical. The Personnel Bureau is a re-
need of considering
nd of preparing one's
self to cope with them. The Job, the
Vocation, may be practical, but
it no less may cluster ideals of
oughness, energy, enthusiasm anc
vice, and in the preparation for it may
enter all the adventure of an e
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
The attention of new students i:
called to the service offered by tht
Personnel Bureau, for securing part-
time work. Students are invited tc
register as soon as possible in the Per-
sonnel Bureau, Room 242, Green Hall
Students who registered last yeai
should register again if they wish tc
have their names retained on the list
A VOCATIONAL INTEREST TEST
This year, for the first time, the
freshmen were given a Vocational In-
terest Test. The test was preceded by
a brief talk by Miss Wood, Director of
the Personnel Bureau, upon the work
of that office, and the test was then
given as a practical example of one
of its activities. The test is described
as "an information test based on in-
terests." The aim of it is to furnish




In fundamentals also the American
university is a university
graduates. When we talk
vard man and a
of a student whi
his undergraduate
vard or Yale. We
graduate student i
have passed his undergraduate days
there. Again and again the sugges-
tion has been made that tl
graduate division of a university
should be abolished, but it has always
survived, the pulsing heart of the in-
stitution. The support
of the undergraduate college is indis.
pensable to the growth of the private
institution. Statistics invariably :
that the highest percentage of
students attending the post-graduate
|
schools of an American university en-
ter from an undergraduate body of
the same. Experts may rage and
prophets may denounce, university
presidents thwarted in their
cy by undergraduate faculties may
consolation in the development of
graduate faculties—the undergraduate
college is stiL
tials the university. In this respect
our university origins are British.
Visits of English commissions have
been common of late, the most inter-
esting perhaps being the group which
has studied American library organi-
zation with a view to the complete
rehabilitation of the famous and hos-
pitable Bodleian Library
report, which has just been published
indicates the growing influence of
American librarianship in the world of
learning. Education,
less international today than other
functions of civilization. There is
give and take all along the
superficial aspects this
American system appalls the fastidi-
ous English m
in spite of its critics, who frequently
do not understand its problerr
ly raising its standards, and its va
to the country is increasing,
elements there runs a unity of pur-
pose and of plan through the uni-





getic and slowly rising a.-, the
i
conception of culture rises. The :
university life is stable, aristo-




The New Burgundy Red
and Black Parker Vuo/b/d
They're ready—Parker's latest creations
—first time shown at a school opening—
w Burgundy Red and Black Matched
d Pencil sets. Rare beauties, as radi-
ly colorful as wine-colored crystal. See
nearest Parker dealers.
sessed of the English genius for adap-
tation, even in form, in times of
university, like
Continental as well as to English
origins, while preserving the vital
heritage from the mother country, its





At the opening chapel
on September 26, it wa
by President Ellen Pendleton that first
prize for Massachusetts college stu-
dents in the National League of Na-
tions 1931 essay competition had been
won by Helen Gunner, 1932.
At the same time it was announced
that Ruth Royes, also of the senior
class, had been awarded
mention in the competition,
LADIES' KNITTED SUITS and DRESSES
made to order in our factory











Oct. 5th and 6th
at WELLESLEY DISPLAY SHOP
577 WASHINGTON ST.
rOU don't have to take anybody's word for
the difference in a SheafFer Lifetime . Just
pick it up and you know! Smooth as your test
g,irl alibi-ing, herself out of tomorrow night's date.
Free as the holiday after exams. Decisive as "No!"
from the dean. Man . . . it's a pen! If you want a
writing, companion that'll take you through college
. . .
and your son, too, when he comes along, . . .
remember these inside facts that made SheafFer first
choice in 73 out of 119 leading colleges in America.
The ONLY genuine Lifetime guarantee is Sheaffer's; do not be deceived!
Otherpens maybe guaranteed against defect, but Sheaffer's Lifetime 13
guaranteed against ^wrvthin.'. excepting loss for your lifetime. Sheaffer's
Lifetime pens from $7; Sheaffer's Lifetime 14-lcarat solid gold-band Auto-
graph pens suitable for duplicate i>t your netu.il signature (serving for identifi-
cation) from $12.75. Autograph pencils from $9. Other Sheaffer pens from $3.





cl«f,'^ >-^ PENS-PENCILS-DESK SETS SKRIP ^^
/
I STSWESIOF
Exhibit of Fashions for all
the Wellesley Excitements
Rough Silk Frock to wear
to football games and the
tea dances afterwards. Navy
with Vionnet red, btown





October 5, 6 and 7
at the Wellesley Inn
Perhaps you were one of the hundreds of girls who
bought their college fall wardrobes in Stern's College
Shop. You know what fun it is to shop there—to
gossip with the college girls who run the shop, to
get all the new fashion news, and to have the joy of
finding just the clothes you want at the prices you
can afford to pay.
Now the College Shop is on ti
fashions for fall football games, dances
events. Be sure to come to the Exhibit
th a host of new
i
Campus models of sheer -wools and new "knits.'
, Boucle wool suits and fur jacket suits.
i
Fur coats, dress coats, campus coats.
,
New sweaters, jackets and skirts galore.
,





KINDLY NOTE THAT WE MAKELOWER PRICES
on cleansing and pressing all kinds of garments A specialty of altering and remodeling of all
Bring them in today. kinds of ladies' garments.
WORK CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED ON CAMPUS
Doing the same kind of work in the same place for over twenty years is a guarantee that everything will be done
B. L. KARTT
Tailor and Cleanser
Wellesley Sq. Opp. Post Office
Next to Liggett's Est. 1908
How Much Can YOU Give?
SERVICE FUND EXTRA
WELLES LEY COLLEGE NEW OCTDI'.F.U 8, 1931
UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF RANKS HIGH
AMONG SERVICE FUND'S ACTIVITIES




The slogan promises of last spring
have not come true. Prosperity was
not around the corner. Unemploy-
ment is growing and the relief agen-
cies have already depleted their funds.
Every city community chest is faced
with the realization of a possible defi-
cit at a time when the goal should be
doubled to meet the need. The obvi-
ous fact is that the standard of gifts
pression regardless of our personal
desire. But neither can the depres-
sion be used as an excuse for greatly
reduced pledges in a community such
as Wellesley, if the high expenditure
for luxuries remains the same. In
emergencies some men cannot eat
cake, if other men cannot buy bread.
We make the plea that we, as citizens
of a world larger than Wellesley Col-
lege, accept the fad
security with some degree of
As near to us as Natick, there were
last year over five hundred depen-
dents of men who were out of work,
the majority of these being school
Our gift of two hun-
to oth-
ditures for shoes, medical aid,
clothing and milk. An average of fif-
teen bottles of free milk was given
out each day during the winter in
the ten elementary school buildings,
and in addition, free milk was sent to
homes for a large number of children,
had
tell. tangible result of their
Free Milk Fund and their emergency
aid fund is seen in the letters given
below, by way of illustration:
A letter from one of the boys in the
Roosevelt School, Framingham. Mass
,
to Mr. Merriam,
Schools, thanking him for
lot better now than I could before.
Yours respectfully,
JOSEPH TULLIO.
Mr. Howard C. Raymond, Manager
of the Industrial Aid Society, writes
that they have just closed the busiest
year of any of which he had any
knowledge in the long history of the
Society. About 4400 different men
came to them wth their prob-
lems of unemployment, and the
Society was able to find over
1000 permanent and temporary jobs,
and expended in actual relief roughly
(Continued on Insert B, Col. 2)
World Student Leaders
Confer At Mt. Holyoke
A-, a person who is greatly
in the International Student Service
Movement it is a great opportunity
crqanization. Understanding and
friendship are the keynotes that mo-
tivate every effort. The activities are
of a practical nature and are carriea
on for the purpose of assisting stu-
dents faced with a temporary crisis or
fundamental problems which retard
opportunity and make for general
Some examples the type of work
1. Helping to establish students'
self help in Bulgaria, Wales, China.
2. Arranging medical training in
Europe or in this country for native
African students.
3. Arranging local conferences at
points of tension; such as the Indo-
European Conference, French-German
Conference, the Semitic and Anti-
Si'iniue Conference.
5. Relie
The wc therr. developed
cal or any prejudicial
Young men and women who have
seen the value of this service in creat-
ing a world-mind for peace, have set
up volunteer committees in their own
countries. These work with the cen-
tral office in Geneva, Switzerland, in
extending the movement, in raising
funds to defray the general overhead,
and in contributing to special pro-
jects.
Origin Of Movement
The movement had its beginning in
the United States as the Student
Friendship Fund, through which aid
was sent to thousands of University
students in the war-ridden countries
of Europe, during those crucial years
of need and readjustment. While at
first the aim was simply to relieve
that this International
a permanentshould be
,he first week of September,
?ld its tenth annual confer-
Mt. Holyoke College. As
to this conference came
tf student thought and
countries for the purpose of ex-
changing ideas, and promulgating
plans and projects for intellectual, so-
cial, and practical service cooperation,
which give promise of making a dis-
better international understanding
The American Conference
In his opening speech. Dr. Kotsch-
nig, General Secretary of the move-
ment, said, "The reasons for our hold-
ing this I. S. S. conference in America
are—on the one hand the common
distress of our generation, which de-
mands that we prepare ourselves for
united action, side by side with Ameri-
ca; on the other hand the necessity of
discovering just what it is we all share
in as University citizens, for this com-
mon element must of necessity be the




Many people have asked, and prob- I
ably will ask, "What and why is Ser-
j
vice Fund?" What Service Fund ts\
we have tried to explain in these pages. I
The "Why" of Service Fund is equally
\
important, though somewhat harder to !
express. Service Fund was created in <
an effort to shield the student body
from the vast number of appeals for
money which organizations all over the
world constantly make to any com-
munity such as ours; and secondly.
that through corporate giving our
?ncney might be made to reach farther
(L'nd do better work among the worth-
while enterprises of the world than
would be possible if each individual
member of the college were left to de-
cide between the many appeals which
come, even though he had adequate
knowledge upon which to base his de-
Whether Service Fund accomplishes
these ends satisfactorily depends upon
YOU, the Wellesley College commun-
ity, as a whole and as individuals. It
the
lands necessary to do our work. On
you now rests the question of whether
Wellesley will be able to do her share
toward helping the world's need which
will be greater than ever this year.





Service Fund Gift Needed
At International College
"You can't imagine how pleased we
are about the Service Fund's hundred
dollar contribution, and it came at
just the right moment for helping
summer students." This was just a
sentence from a most enthusiastic let-
ter from Becky Chalmers Barton, '26,
who with her husband is teaching at
the International People's College,
Elsinore, Denmark.
This college is a venture toward a
real internationalism. It goes beyond
just fellowship, to a study of compara-
tive literatures and cultures, social
and international subjects, which
makes for the greatest possible under-
standing. Besides the resident fac-
ulty, they have visiting lecturers such
as Tagore, Dr. rer. polit. W. Martin,
Mrs. Lea Manning, M. P., Late Presi-
dent of the National Union of Teach-
ers, Great Britain. There is both a
work is done through small study
circles, lectures followed by discussion,
and observation trips throughout Den-
mark, for the study of the folk high-
schools, villages and cooperatives.
Our Service Fund gift goes toward
the scholarships which are desperate-
ly needed as they are having constant
demands from students all over the
world, who believe that the knowledge
and understanding of other peoples
will bring the world together as close
spiritually as it already is economi-
ally.
PLEASE NOTE
t the Service Fund does
membership in, nor con-
to, college organizations,
the Red Cross, Christian Associa-
ley Semi-Centennial Fund.
b. The Service Committee pre-
fers that no requests be made for
the distribution of individual gifts
to specific
Ull. GUENFELL AT WORK
Bryn Mawr Opens Its Doors
|
Wellesley Graduates Serve
To Educate Women Workers At Dr. Grenfell's Mission
This summer Bryn Mawr College
opened its doors for the eleventh ses-
sion of the summer school for women
workers in industry. One hundred
eager students enrolled on June
twelfth for the two months' course.
Not only every section of the United
States was represented, but also three
foreign countries—England, Denmark,
and Sweden. The girls gathered from
mill and factory to live, to study, and
to play on the beautiful Bryn Mawr
campus.
The Curriculum
The curriculum is so arranged that
the process of teaching is closely al-
lied to the interests of the students
and their actual problems and experi-
phase of Eco-
ther reviewing the
problems of government as related to
labor, etc. English is an especially
popular subject because so many of
the students are anxious to learn to
express themselves better, both ver-
bally and orally. Science, too, is one
of the attractions since here the in-
dustrial worker is given an entirely
new conception of the world about
her. In addition to these courses of
study, a series of forums is arranged
on subjects related to actual industrial
problems. These are conducted en-
tirely by the students, giving them
an opportunity to practise the art of
public speaking and to be prepared to
Atlhough the Christian
was financially unable to follow out its
custom of sending a member of the
college to Sir Wilfred Grenfell's thrill-
ing work on the Labrador, this year,
the Wellesley tradition was main-
tained by Virginia Jevne of 1931. An-
other Wellesley girl up there through
all the year was Marjorie Fuller, 1928,
whom many seniors may remember
holding down the information bureau
when they were asking timid fresh-
Marjorie, as a year
of the orphanage, in St. Anthony,
Newfoundland, and it was there that
Virginia also lived and had an oppor-
tunity to assist. Her full time work,
Wellesley girl, the job
the Clothing Store at St. Anthony.
Meeting Sir Wilfred
That Virginia found the Grenfe
work quite as fascinating as her prt
decessors. is most evident in her le
She ery
of finding Sir Wilfred Grenfell on the
mail boat, which she boarded at Lew-
isport and on which she traveled up
the Newfoundland coast to St. An-
thony. She watched his reception as
they meandered into the isolated deep
fiord harbors of White Bay, where
aftertake part in siml
Recreation
A no less important group i
summer school is that of the si
lege representatives who act as
ation assistants. They live i:
c'ommones with the students, c
ing their intimate friends and
panions. In the morning they i
a class, following the same
throughout the summer. In th
Through this
the Summer
an interest in this new form of edu-
cation on the part of all college stu-
dents, and thus hopes to bring more
contributions to the scholarship fund
which is so necessary in order that
the organization may continue with
its excellent work. For the whole
school—faculty, staff, and students—
the .summer is a thrilling
full of many new experience;
happy moments!
Ethel Hodel
nhealthy round of fish-
ing in summer and sitting with folded
hands all winter to a new sphere of
activity. Now interest in books and
and food and most of all the where-
withal to keep busy and interested
through the long ice-bound winter
months have transformed these lonely
fishing hamlets.
Life At St. Anthony
The life at St. Anthony with its
busy coming and going of Mission
boats, of government mail boats and
of occasional scientific expeditions on
water or by air is quite gay in spite
of the less than two hundred residents
in that metropolis of the Labrador.
But continual influx of sick and crip-
pled to the great hospital, the home-
bound folk, cured, refreshed, and ready
to begin a different life; the activity
of school, of industries for the crippled
and the wonderful happy home for so
many orphan tots, gave her as it has
to all summer workers the feeling of





suit, we are facing the largest operat-
ing deficit in our history.
"Northland serves where no other
service exists. God grant that every
'Northern Light' reader may sense
the situation completely, and come to
our aid in this time of crucial need!"
RELIEF IS SENT TO
NATICK UNEMPLOYED
iCon Col
Turkish m i nr.N r
SERVICE FUND WORK
GEDIK PASHA
Of the nine Wellesley
are teaching in the Near East, three
are at the Gedik Pasha School, Istan-
bul, Turkey. They are Miss Ethel
Putney, '02, Principal of the School,
Miss Harriet Yarrow. '24. and Miss
Helen Post, '29. Gedik Pasha was
founded in 1880 by Martha Jane
Gleason. It is co-educational with
eight grades including kindergarten.
There are about twenty-two on the
staff and an enrollment of two hun-
dred and fifty. Miss Putney writes-.
"There are more pupils than ever try-
ing to come to us, partly because of
the closing of a British school for lack
of funds carrying it on, partly because
of the increasing desire for education
and partly because of the greater in-
terest in English and the culture to
h Turkish
there can be no official religiou;
struction, but the emphasis on <
acter has brought a realization
new type of life. To quote from Miss
Putney again: "Parents speak of their
desires for their children's moral
training when they bring them i
and ask our advice when problems
CHILD LABOR
"The present decreases i
employment in so far as they
to the extraordinary busines:
tions prevailing are likely to 1
out once industry picks up ag
less we enact legislation t
them permanent . . . . M
more, thoughtful leaders in industry
as well as in civic organizatio:
umphant campaign against th
suitable employment of children
of the necessary measures to be taken
for the stimulation of industrial
duction and adult employment."
Thi.T quotation, from
Child, a monthly bulletin of Genera
Child Welfare, expresses a very gen
erally felt sentiment. Shall we a
Wellesley do our share in helping
£.long this movement?
NORTHLAND COLLEGE
514,000. which was given to about 1800
of these men who needed financial
lelief. "We spent $134.75 of ypuv
funds helping 23 men, adding from our
other funds $241.35. The remaining
$65.25 we spent in buying sox, shirts,
underwear and handkerchiefs to give
to the unemployed. It is little short
the transformation that
effected by giving a man money
ihave, and supplying him with
new underwear, sox and a shirt and
With this a man not only has
courage to approach an employer, but
le a distinct gain in self-
,nd creates a good impres-
Every cent was used for the un-
employed. One man to whom we had
given $17.00 of your funds, and $42.00
in all, has repaid every cent from
wages received in a position which we
found for him, and we have used the
money over again in helping others."
"When a man has held good
positions and finds himself out of
slough of depression, his savings
gone, and his hair white, the world
looks black. Such a man came to
us who had been a credit manager
of a large concern and he had had
other positions of importance. It
was hard for him to adjust
himself to the sort of posi-
Death Of Dr. Hume Shocks
Many Friends At Wellesley
lesley people who Have followed wim
interest her work in India. Soon after
receiving her medical degree in 1902,
Dr. Hume went out to India, where
she continued her work until a year
aeo as medical missionary at the
Marithi Mission, Ahmednagar, India.
The Wellesley Service Fund has con-
tributed $1350 each year for Dr.
Hume's salary. Wellesley alumnae
gave Dr. Hume her car, "Ellen Fitz,"
and the Service Fund has paid for its
When Dr. Hume came back to
America last year for furlough, she
visited Wellesley, and several students
had an opportunity to meet and know
this rare personality. During the
winter Dr. Hume became ill and went
to the New Haven Hospital for treat-
ment. The Service Fund gave Dr.
Hume an extra $300 at this time.
Wellesley College remembers with
gratitude this life of self-forgetting
tion which could be found
and more difficult yet for us
to find the good position which he
was capable of filling. He was anx-
ious to do anything in the way of
work rather than accept help.
Some financial help was necessary
before we found him a position in
a hotel and later a position as
night watchman in a hospital.
This work he is still doing and is
getting along nicely and he has
refunded the $42.00 which we gave
him to meet his expenses in his
search for work. Seventeen dol-
lars came from your fund."
HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING AT
Internationalism Apparent
To Students At Conference
SERVICE FUND
CAMPAIGN
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES
SERVICE FUND EXPENDITURES,
Unemployment Relief Fund
Family Welfare Society, Boston
" Jewish Philanthropies of
Public Schools for Milk Fund, Wellesley
Public Schools for Milk Fund, Framingham
Public Schools for Milk Fund, Natick —
Morgan Memorial, Boston
Red Cross
Yenching College in Peiping, China
Other Educational Work, Foreign
Armenian College for Girls in Constantinople
Ewha College. Korea
Gedik Pasha School. Constantinople
Kyrias Girls' School, Albania
Guez Tempe School, Smyrna
American College School in Damascus
Tsuda College Association, Japan
International Institute lor Girls in Spain ,
Colegio Internacional, Spain
International Peoples CoiR^c. Elsinore, Der
Other Educational Work, United States ,
Piedmont College, Georgia
Billings Polytechnic Institute, Montana .
Hindman Settlement School, Kentucky
Reed Home and Industrial School Ga.
100.00College. Wisconsin
p.:. i, .... ( 'rial and Agricultural School 100.00
Hampton Normal and Industrial Instuule. Va. 25.00
Laurinburg Normal and Indusmal Institute, N. C. 75.00
Pine Mountain Seuleira-m School, Kentucky 100.00
American International College. Springfield. Mass. 100.00
Santee Normal and Training School, Nebraska
American Indian Institute, Kansas




lege at Ashland, Wisconsin.
"Northland does not often send any
frantic appeal for help. The past
year has certainly been one of the
critical periods in our history. Every-
one has worked at top speed carry-
ing more than a possible burden and
giving everything we have had. The
Crusade has been going steadily for-
ward in the New England States but
with perceptibly slackened produc-
they have beer
we are able to make any headway.
always received a goodly proportior
of our current support from New Eng-












International Students' Sen ice 100.00
Woman's Evangelistic Work of the Missionary Dis-
trict, Shanghai, China 50.00
Other Social Service Work, United States
Red Cross $ 50.00
Leonard Wood Memorial for Lepers 50.00
Migrant Community Work 58.45
Convalescent Home of the Children's Hospital 100.00
Wellesley Friendly Aid Association 100.00
National Child Labor Cumnaltee 50.00
Porto Rico Child Feeding Committee 25.00
Y. W. C. A., National 375.00




(Including Emergency Unemployment Relief :
Mary Maxwell Norton and I were
sitting on our bags on the station plat-
greeted by two girls: "Vaumarcus?"
They were twins from the University
of Basel, a town in German Switzer-
rived at the little station of Vaumar-
cus. We swung up the long hill lead-







tiful campus, and hears of what is
going on in Yenching college at Peip-
ing, China, one wishes that she could
Teally see this sister college of Wel-
lesley. There some two hundred and
thirty girls are enjoying university
life, and advantages that are rare in
that country- When faced with the
amazing fact that of a population of
400,000,000, China has about 300,000,-
000 illiterate people, it is easy to see
why an institution with the fine repu-
tation of Yenching is such an impor-
tant factor in the educational life of
China. Doctor Stephen P. Duggan,
Director of the Institute of Inter-
national Education, speaks very highly
of the school when he says in an
annual report: "Yenching is unques-
University of Cairo. I tionably one of the few institutions
Czechoslovak!an, a deserving of the most generous sup-
Rnair-hman. an Aus-
girl from New Zealand.
aspect of
That evening at our first meeting.
the light of kerosene lamps, this
internationalism became even more
apparent. Ten Americans from every
the teaching staff
Roumanian.
three French, a large
proportion of Swiss, and English from
every part of Great Britain and her
>mmions. Fifty-four students in all
lswered the roll-call, and the four
as had been opened to us.
The W. S. C. F.
This was indeed the World Student
Christian Federation, a significant
among college students.
The Federation numbers about 300.-
approximately 3000
colleges. We were
attending its annual international
conference held at Vaumarcus-on-
Lake-Neuchatel, Switzerland, August
13-19. We were there bound to-
gether by common interest in the
Christian Message at work in the
world through the Federation; help-
ing struggling movements in all
lding for peace through
understanding and co-
operation; developing race reconcilia-
tion; stimulating a realistic study of
and working for unity among the
Christian churches, so that they
stand together in meeting the present
challenge of a world in disorder.












Alter each meal cam
dishes. It was one o
;h brought that ver;
heterogeneous group together regard
less of language difficulty. Th
language of the conference wa
limited to English, French am
German. If a talk were given ii
German, the German group sat direct
ly in front of the speaker while th
English and French sat on either side
with their translators.
Disarmament and the message of
the Federation were the focal points
of discussion in the conference. I
the former we had such able lead
as William Martin, editor of I
Journal de Geneve, and Dr. Friis,
member of the League of Nations v,
had attended the preliminary co
port of the people in America."
Here the classes are quite like those
in an American college, except, per-
haps, that there is more eagerness to
,
and more desire for results. The
Music and Home Economics depart-
s seem to be most popular. There
w a five-year course, combining
rular college course with nurses'
training, at the end of which the
Bachelor of Science degree is con-
The present Yenching University
represents the union of four colleges:
North China Union College founded in
1867; the original Peking University,
dating from 1870; Peking Women's
College, founded in 1905, and the
North China Union Theological Col-
lege, started in 1906. After this union,
Yenching moved to its present site
outside the walls of Peiping, the old
Peking which for centuries has been
the center of political as well as cul-
tural life in China.
Since the opening of a wonderful
new gymnasium, the most immediate
needs consist of a fifth dormitory, a
music building and an infirmary.
It is in this institution of such high
rank that many of the young people
of China are preparing to aid their
country, which has seen such troublous
missions of the Disarmament Confer-
ence. Concerning the message of the
Federation, there has been for some
time a feeling that, in order to cope
adequately with the many present day
movements such as Communism,
Humanitarianism, and Nationalism,
the Christian students must achieve
for themselves a positive working faith
that will challenge youth as these
other movements have already done—
a message that will go deeper
because it will be founded on
a deeper loyalty. When the work
found the same emphasis there as in
our own student groups—to study
more. We must be prepared to work;
and in order to work intelligently, we
The privilege of attending this con-
ference brought us a new understand-
ing of international fellowship and a
new insight into the work of the
World Student Christian Federation.
More than ever do we feel that such
an organization should have increased
support. Mary Lichllter.
